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ABSTRACT 
The physical and optical characteristics of 27 shiptracks are analyzed using 
AVHRR satellite data. Channel I (.63]lnl), and channel 3 (3 .7pm), are utilized to 
detennine the temporal variations in shiptrack albedo and track width. In most 
cases, shiptracks mirror the trend of albedo changes exhibited by the ambient 
clouds in which they are fonned. Under special circumstances, shiptrack albedo 
increases when ambient cloud albedo decreases due to cloud thinning. Shiptrack 
widths show unifomlity of growth, with rapid growth rates of 4·6 ktn/hr in the 
near-source region, decreasing to 1-2 km/hr in the far field. Maximum width ranges 
from 10 to 12 kilometers. Predicted growth rates based on a parameterization of the 
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Shiptracks hav e been observed in satellite images since the early 1960s when the 
early Television and Infrared Operational Satellites (TIROS) became operational 
(Connover, 1966). Initially detected in the visible ponion of the spectrum, these 
"anomalous cloud lines" were suspected to have been caused by additional aerosol 
panicles produced by ships (Connover, 1966; Twomey. 1968). The introduction of the 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor onboard the NOAA polar 
orbiting satellites revealed that many more shiptraeks were observable in the near-infrared 
at 3.7f1m (channel 3 of the AVHRR) than previously noted in the visible imagery. This 
is clearly evident in Figures 1 and 2 which show shiptracks in channell and channel 3, 
respectively. for the same image. 
Perhaps the least understood aspect of shiptracks is exactly which combination of 
effluents generated by the ship contribute to track fonnation. Possibilities include: 
particles emitted directly from the ship's track; sea salt particles generated in the ship's 
wake: and particles produced after the oxidation of sulfur dioxide or another of the gases 
emitted by the ship. Figure 3 illustrates possible mechanisms for shiptrack production. 
More recent studies have furthered the understanding of the influence of ships on pre­
existing clouds (Coakley et al. 1987) and have strengthened the correlation between ships 
and these "anomalous cloud lines" (Radke et al. 1989). Measurements from aircraft in a 
ship influenced cloud showed that cloud microphysical effects werc important for the 
fonnation of tracks observed at 3.7pm wavelength (Radke et al. 1989: King, 1990). 
These aircraft measurements indicated that stack emissions from a ship passing under 
stable stratofonn clouds served as a source of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) which 
increased the num ber of water droplets and reduced the average droplet size. Cloud 
reflectance at 3.7pm is driven sol ely by water droplet radi us, assuming cloud thickness 
greater than JoOm. It is this decrease in droplet radius size that prod uces the increase in 


Figure 3. Shiptrack Fonnation Mechanisms. Aerosol produced by ship stack and ship wake 
are introduced into the Marine Annospheric Boundary Layer (MABL). Large, curved arrows 
represent turbulent mixing in the MABL. Thin, linear arrows rep resent solar radiation at 
3.7J.lm. Increased reflection of solar radiation at this wavelength from ship-influenced cloud is 
due to greater scattering by smaller radius water droplets fanned by ship-produced aerosol. 
Lower reflection from uncontaminated cloud is due 10 greater absorption by larger radius 
water droplets at 3.7J.lm. 
cloud llll>edo which is observed at 3.71lm wavelength. Hence, ~hiptrack features become 
much more cvident in channel 3 imagery. 
As observations of sttiptracks increases, a clearer understanding of the processes 
behind shiptrack formation becomes an item of keen interest. The fact that a ship's stack 
emissions can leave a record of its passage under broad stratoform cloud regions (~ubject 
to nearly constant satellite surveillance) has significant tactical implications. One 
motivation for studying the physical processes involved is 10 be able to prediet and 
perhaps prevent shiptrack occurrence. A more fundamental motivation is to understand 
how anthropogenic aerosols modify the reflectivity of clouds, and thus the earth's 
radiat ion balance. The perturbation of cloud albedo by anthropogenic aerosols is an 
indirect radiative effect which may have important consequences in terms of global 
climate (Charlson et aI, 1987: Charlson et ai, 1992; Albrecht, 19R9). 
Not all ships cause shiptracks. TIrroughout the world's stripping areas shiptracks 
are prevalent in some geographic locations and absent in others. Tracks which appear on 
a satellite image in an area conducive to their formation may disappear on a subsequent 
image only to reappear on a later one. There clearly must be a combination of ambient 
conditions necessary in the marine atmosphere before a specific ship will form a 
shiptraek. 
Previous thesis studies on the shiptrack phenomenon have dealt with radiative 
characteristics of shiptracks formed in different ocean basins (Millman, 1992), effects of 
shiptracks as they are advected through different cloud transi tion regions (Evans, 1992), 
correlating shiptracks with specific ships (Pettigrew, 1992), shiptracks associated with 
specific propUlsion types (:\1ays, 1993), and marine atmospheric boundary layer conditions 
conducive 10 shiptrack formation (Trehubenko, 1994; Brenner 1994). The objective of 
this thesis is to observe and describe the evolution of shiptrack physical and optical 
characteristics over time in order 10 further our understanding of the phenomenon. 11 will 
mark the first study in which multiple shiptracks over successive images associated with 
single ships are analyzed. This is an important undertaking because it will provide insight 
on how radiative characteristics of shiptracks from the same ship change when that ship 
transits through changing environments. It will also give an indication of the dispersive 
nature of the environment through dilution of aerosol as each ~gment of track ages. This 
will hopefully lead to clues on the predictability of shiptrack characteristics in forecasted 
environmental conditions. 
Chapter II will provide background. outline the method of approach of the study 
and will describe the data collection and analysis process. Chapter ill will preseQt the 
results of specific case studies conducted and Chapter IV will state conclusions and 




a. Monterey Area Shiptrack Experiment 
The primary data source used in this analysis was satellite imagery 
collected during the Monterey Area Ship Track (MAST) experiment (CNO Project K­
1420) conducted off the west coast of the U.S. in June, 1994. The MAST experimcnt wa~ 
a joint U.S.-U.K. effort to analyze the shiptrack phenomenon and test hypotheses grouped 
in the following four categories: I) aerosol/cloud interactions and detailed microphysics; 
2) boundary layer perturbations by ships; 3) cloud dynamics; and 4) background 
environmental conditions. A detailed overview of the MAST experiment objectives can 
be found in the MAST Science Plan (Durkee, 1994). 
The satellite imagery used for th is study is from the Advanced Very High 
Resol ution Radiometer (AVHRR) onboard the NOAA 9/10/11112 sate ll ites. These polar 
orbiting satellites are approximately 860 kilometers above the earth's sulface. with the 
A VHRR continuously recording 2048 samples per scan line at pass center. The sensor 
scans upwelled radiation. both emitted and reflected energy, over five wavelength 
channels centered at O.63Ilm, O.861lm, 3.7Ilm. I 111m, and I 211m. This scanning geometry 
produces a pixel resolution of 1 km by I km at nadir. Up to 10 passes per day were 
obtained from this suite of four satellites. providing nearly constant surveillance of the 
MAST area. The greatest gap in coverage was between 4 to 6 hours. 
Channel 3 of the AVHRR (3.7Ilm) was the primary channel used to 
determine low cloud reflectance. As discussed earlier, channel 3 reflectance is dependent 
upon droplet size only, while channel I reflectance is driven by droplet size, li quid water 
content, and cloud thickness. Raw reflectance data for channels I and 3 were processed 
to focus on reflectance values for clouds in the lower atmosphere, specifically in the 
Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL) where shiptracks form and persist. 
Initial satellite analysis after the MAST experiment revealed a cloud 
brightening bias resulting from anisotropic reflectance. The changing geometry of sa~llite, 
sun, and reflecting surface causes relative changes in shiptrack radiative characteristics 
from one image to the next. In order to make a temporal analysis meaningful, absolute 
reflectance of shiptracks must be compared. Applying a correction factor (anisotropic 
reflectance factor) removes this reflectance bias for each pixel. This process is explained 
in further detail in Brenner, 1994. 
b. Climate 
The northeastern Pacific is dominated by high pressure in the late spring 
and summer months. The presence and strength of the subtropical anticyclone creates 
stable conditions over the area with extensive stratus fields capped by a strong subsidence 
inven;ion. The MAST experiment was conducted in June to exploit these conditions which 
are extremely favorable for shiptrack formation. 
2. Shiptrack Data Base 
One objective of the experiment was to create a master shiptrack database, 
cataloging specific details of shiptrack and associated ship characteristics. To that end, 
satellite passes from each day during the experiment were reviewed for existenye of 
shiptracks. Once these features were identified. a 10Cl0 by 1000 kilometer subscene was 
created (or several. depending on the number and location of observed shiptrack-like 
features) to begin a process of shiptrack "extraction" from the satellite image. This is a 
multi-step process to create a file that contains the radiative signature of the shiptrac~ and 
the surrounding ambient cloud. 
At the heart of the process is a shiptrack extraction algorithm developed at the 
Naval Postgraduate School by Nielsen and Durkee (1992). The shiptrack is first mapped 
by defining latitude/longitude points along its length. TIle algorithm linearizes the 
shiptrack then creates a 61 km swath about the track and assigns the centerline to the 
brightest pixels along the entire length. The algorithm then looks laterally out from the 
centerline to fmd the steepest reflectance gradient, which represents the edge of the track. 
At one kilometer beyond this gradient on both sides of the centerline, the next five pixels' 
reflectance values are averaged to produce the ambient cloud brightness for a I km length 
of track. This process is continued for each I km segment over the length of the track. 
3. Correlation of Shiptracks with Specific Ships 
Over 1300 ship tracks were observed during the 30 day MAST period. Of those, 
637 .<ffiiptracks were extracted using the process described above. Each extracted ship track 
was given a fi lename keyed to the sub.region from which it was mapped and sequenced 
according to the number within the sub·region. A master file of the "heads" of each 
extracted trdck (the exact beginning of the shiptraek) was compi led and coded to aid in 
the future correlation of ships to shiptracks. These "head" positions were further correlated 
one to another over successive satelli te passes if they appeared to move in a lincar fashion 
just as a ship would move along its transit path. These paths of shiptraek ''heads'' could 
then be compared to actual ship transit paths to detennine possible correlations. 
In order to correlate specific ships with individual shiptracks observed, it was 
necessary to obtain ship position data for all shipping types in the area for the month of 
June. As a first step in that direction, synoptic weather reports from ships during June 
1994 were obtaincd from the Fleet Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center 
(FNMOC). Monterey, California. FNMOC maintains a database of these reports which 
include ship position, course and speed. and various meteorological and oceanographic 
parameters. Computer files of these reports were created for each synoptic hour (UTC 
hours of 0000. 0600, 1200, and 18(0) of each day during the period of study. These fi les 
were then converted to latitude1longitude point fi les and superimposed on satellite images 
whose pass times were near the synoptic hour. Typically the passes occurred within 30 
minutes of the hour and often within ten minutes. 
As a starting pOint, position reports were superimposed on near·hour pllsses to 
detennine if a reporting ship was in close proximity to an identified shiptrack. Figure 4 
shows ship positions for 1800 UTe on 26 June, 1994, superimposed on the NOAA 09 
AVHRR Ch.3 slltel\ite image for 1800 UTC on the same day. Shiptrack features appear 
to emanate from several Ship's reported positions. This is the first indication that particular 
ships are associated with specific shiptracks. Using a parallel approach, the shiptrack 
June 1994 ~hip positions superimposed. Ship position data from FNMOC synoptic weather 
reports. 
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"head" positions were compared with all synoptic reports. They were screened by 
proximity in time and distance as possible correlutions. U the heads were within three 
hours and 1 degree of latitude th ey were considered reasonable candidates. Once these 
potential correlations were made, the investigation continued by superimposing a plot of 
all a particular ship's reported positions, thereby constructing a record of the ship's 
movement on the image. By comparing th is record with the geometry of the shiptrack in 
question it was possible to correlute the track with that ship or eliminate it as a 
possibility. 
To illustrate, the exhaust plume is first advected away from the ship in the 
direction of the relative wind. TIle satellite image of the shiptrack should therefore reveal 
an indication of the direction of the relative wind near the entitling ship. Calculating the 
relative wind from the ships reported true wind and its course and speed then comparing 
it with the observed relative wind from the satellite image should indicate whether or not 
the ship could produce the shiptrack. Ships report true wind within one degree and one 
knot. Course and spud are coded as single digit values that decode as a range of courses 
and speeds. At 1800 UTC on June 26. container ship Tai He (callsign BOAB) was 
reporting true winds from 330 at 13 knots, with course and speed reported as 
southeasterly al about 18 knots. Figure 5 illustrates thaI by plotting limits of possible 
course/speed combinations within the reported range and using vector addition, several 
possible relative winds result. Comparing the geometry of the shiptrack ussociated with 
Tai He with these possibilities, it is apparent that this ship is a good candidate for 
generating the shiptrack in question. Figure 6 shows the same satellite image as in Figure 
4 with the addition of a plot of position reports for Tai He from 25-30 June. Notice that 
the shiplrack extending to tile west from Tai He's 26 1800 UTC position matches very 
well with expected relative winds. This step being successful, a final check was made by 
superimposing the ship!rack heads positions that were screened earlier. Figure 7 indicates 
a favorable comparison of these points with the ship's dead reckoned position and raised 
the confidence level significantly that Tai He indeed produced this shiptntck. 




Figure S. Relative Wind Detennination. Solid vectors represent true wind (330deg at 3kts) 

and mean course and speed (135deg at lSkts). Dashed vectors represent course and speed 

range about the mean reported value. Dotted vectors represent resultant, or relative, wind 

solutions. The curvilinear feature labeled "shiptrack" extends from the lS00 UTe position of 

container Ship Tai He (callslgn BOAB) seen in Figure 4. Comparing resultant vectors with 







. He (UDAll) Transit Hislo!)' (dashed line. italic date/time) Head Positions 
(solid line, bold julian day, time) superimposed. Shiptrack head positions mark the exact 
beginning of a shiptrack. which is within 5 to 15 km from the emitting source. Comparison of 
vessd path tD shiptrack head path over several image times indicates a very close correlation 
between the two. Ship data from FNMOC synoptic weather reports. 
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scanned for ships with multiple correlations along their path of actual movement. It was 
from this set of multiple correlations that six cases were chosen for analysis 
B. ANALYSIS 
1. Overview 
The six ships selected for this study were all commercial vessels . Table 1 is a 
listing of those ships with a brief summary of their individual characteristics. The 
Ship Callsign Ship Type Fuel Weight Length June No. 
Name (tOilS) (mJ Dates Tracks 
Tai He BOAB Container Oil 35963 236 26-28 7 
Zim 4XGR Container Oil 37209 236 27-28 4 
America 
Century 8JNP Vehicles Oil 46186 186 13- 15 6 
Highway Carrier 
Hercules JKOW Vehicles Oil 46815 179 13-15 6 
Highway Carrier 
Sea-Land WCHF Container Steam 23763 21, 12- 13 4 
Consumer 
Manulani KNJJ Container Steam 23785 219 12-13 4 
aOle I . Lase :::;tudy :::;hip Lharactenstlcs 
selection criteria was based solely on the ship being associated with multiple shiptracks. 
The ships paired nicely due to their common transit lanes. Tai He and Zim America 
transited toward the SOUThern California area along nearly the same path within 24 how·s 
of each other. Century Highway and Hercules Highway were within three hours of each 
other on a southeastward transit toward Panama. Sea-Land Consumer and Manulani were 
within three hours of each other transiting from the Southern California region to Hawaii 
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The ships within each of these three track pairs were also similar in thcir size and 
engineering plants. Tai He, Zim America, Century Highway and Hercules Highway were 
oil-burning; Sea-Land Consumer and Manulani were steam driven. This coupling 
presented an excellent opponunity to observe shiptrack characteristics from similar ships 
as they transited through similar cnvironments at different times. 
2. Radiative and PhysicaJ Characteristics 
An analysis of the radiative characteristics of these shiptracks and surrounding 
ambient cloud can be performed with the extraction process now completed. The 
quantities evaluated in this study include: I) average ambient cloud and shiptrack 
reflectance in channels 1 and 3; 2) the reflectance difference between shiptrack and 
ambient cloud in channels I and 3; 3) the percent change of the reflectance difference 
between ambient cloud and track for channels I and 3; and 4) track width. 
The average reflectance for ambient cloud and shiptrack yields information on the 
modification of the cloud by ship effluent. By the process of smaller water droplet 
formation described earlier, the track should appear more reflectant than the surrounding 
ambient cloud through the length of the track until through dispersion it becomes 
indistinguishable from the background. Track width should give insight into the dispersion 
characteristics and should get larger with distance down track. Previous studies indicate 
that track widths grow rapidly over the fIrst few kilometers from the source, then stabilize 
at some distance down track from emitting source (Gifford, 1980; Mikkelsen, 1983). 
Comparing shiptrack width growth patterns with predicted panems should reveal insight 
into the behavior of the shiptrack as it is influenced by both true and relative wind. Thc 
di~-persion char-J.cteristics will be affected by the moving narure of the source. Reflectance 
difference between shiptrack and cloud should decrease with the age of the shiptrack 
through the same dispersive mechanisms. The percent change for the reflectance 
difference between track and cloud should show fairly constant values since shiptrack 
radiative characteristics are dependent upon the pre-existing cloud in which they form. 
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a. Time Since Emission 
Analysis of rad iative characteristics and physical widths of individual 
shiptracks as a function of their time since emission, or age, are displayed in the 
Appendix. Time since emission is defined as distance downtrack divided by the relativc 
wind speed. For example, a track segment 50 kID downtrack experiencing a re lative wind 
of 10 kmlhr through the period is 5 hours old. 
Comparison of width characteristics for a group of shiptracks produced by 
the same ship will be presented in each case study. Widths will be shown in composite 
plots as a function of time since emission in order to view differences in trends. Predicted 
valu es for shiptrack width growth will also be shown on these plots. 
Shiptrack width growth can be predicted by considering the dispersion of 
the concentration of the ship prodUCed aerosol particles withiJl the plume. Assuming a 
neutrally stable, well·mixcd marine atmospheric boundary layer, plume growth for a 
stationary platform can be parameterized by (SkupJliewicz and Schacher, 1986) 
where 0)' is the standard deviation of the plume concentration and x is the distance down­
plume. ct, oft!> and Xm: are all parameters based on assumed stability (positive, negative, 
or neutral). This can be adjusted for a moving source by using the ratio of true wind 
speed to relative wind speed as a correction factor. Specifically , 
Assuming a Gaussian distribution of concentration within the plume, the 
width can be defmed as the distance between the maximum reflectance gradients on either 
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side of the plume centerline. Previous studies (Gifford, 1980; Mikkelsen, 1983) have 
shown that Oy is proponional to the lateral position of the reflectance. decreasing with 
increasing distance down-plume. This approximation holds so long as the plume is clearly 
visible. Observational evidence obtained in these previous studies also indicates that 
predicted values of width are less than those observed visually. 
TIle track width analysis above does not account for the effects of absolute 
concentration of ship produced aerosol particles. but considers only the turbulent 
dispersion effects on plume width. These dispersion effects can be analyzed with channel 
3 AVHRR data because of the tight relationship between reflectance and aerosol (aerosol 
affects CCN. which affects droplet size, which determines reflectance) as shown by 
aircraft measurements in ship influenced clouds (Radke et ai, 1989). 
b. Time of Emission 
Composites of the radiative characteristics for all shiptracks associated with 
a particular ship. as a function of time of emission, will be presented in each case study. 
Time of emission is deftned as image time minus the time since emission, yielding a 
time line over which radiative characteristics of each shiptrack in a series of images can 
be compared. Each segment is emitted at a given time and shows lip in subsequent images 
as an older piece of track. This depiction illustrates how a segment of track evolves from 
one image to another. 
c. Shiptracks at Night 
Channel 3 radiative characteristics of shiptracks at night are based solely 
on emission of electromagnetic radiation at 3.7]Jm. Daytime shiptrack images show 
reflected energy as well as emitted (being in the near infrared). Therefore. radiative 
characteristics of night shiptracks were not evaluated. However. since they are "visible" 
in the imagery. the physical track width characteristic was evaluated. 
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III. RESULTS 
A. CASE STUDIES 
I. Tai He (Callsign BOAD) 
Tai He is an oil burning container ship 236 meters in length. displacing 35.963 
tons. Shiptracks associated with this vessel were fltSt observed on 26 June 1994 at 1800 
UTe (1100 local). Figures 8 through IS show the movement of this shiptrack through 
seven satellite images over a period of 31 hours. Based on the ship's synoptic weather 
reports Tai He was on a southeasterly heading at a speed of between 16 and 20 knots. 
True winds were reported out of the northwest from 10 to 20 knots producing relative 
winds from the east. All Tai He shiptracks in these successive images generally correlated 
well with the reported conditions. Table 2 lists Tai He's reported conditions. Note that 
DateITime Position CourseJSpeed True Wind Rei Wind 
YYMMDO HHMM DEGlKTS OEG/KTS DEG/KTS 
940626 1800 39.8n1131.9w 135/ 18 330/ 13 100/07 
9406270124 38.6n1129.3w 135f\ 8 020f\ 3 09011 7 
9406270246 38.2n1129.0w 135fl8 000114 085/ 13 
940627 1511 36.6n1124.8w 135118 350118 065/ 11 
940627 1651 36.4n1I 24.0w 135/18 340116 070/08 
940627 1753 36.2n1123 .8w 135fl8 330114 095/06 
940628 OJ 16 34.9n1122.2w 135f\8 340118 060/08 
able 2. Position an Wind Keports or al He (HUAH). 
course and speed are mean values for the coded range reported. Relative wind is based 
on this mean reported value. Potential error in the relative wind calculation becomes 
apparent when comparing it with the direction of the shiptrack plume seen in the satellite 
imagery. The 27 June 1753 UTC shiptrack is a good example. The relative wind direction 
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calculated from the reported ships course and uue wind is 095 degrees. The satellite 
image, Figure 14, suggests that it is closer to 010 degrees. The cause is most likely an 
error in the reported true wind. An increase in true wind speed of only 8 knots would 
produce a relative wind of 015 degrees at 6 knots which is close agreement with the 
orientation of the shiptrack. 
a. Radiative Characteristics 
Analysis of the radiative characteristics of these shipu-acks yield some 
interesting results. Figure 16 indicates an increasing u-end in ambient cloud reflectance 
values as Tai He transits toward the continent--into stratus thaI is increasingly 
contaminated with continental aerosol. This affects the stratus in much the same way as 
ship-stack effluent does. The injection of continental. man -made aerosol particles into the 
marine environment effectively increases cloud reflectance at 3.7J.1m by fonning smaller 
droplet radii. Hence their is an increasing trend in channel 3 reflectance values, shown 
in Fig ure 17. Shiptracks in the 27 0246 UTe and 27 1511 UTC show the effects of the 
shiptrack extraction algorithm's difficulty in resolving radiative characteristics at low sun 
angles. The resulting plots for these Iwo times show up as outliers 10 the general trend 
of the data). The departure from this trend is seen in a drop in ambient reflectance from 
12% at 271651 UTe to 10% at 271753 UTC. with an increase in shiptrack reflectance 
from 13% to 15% during the same interval. In order to explain this anomaly, it is 
necessary to inspect the ambient and shiptrack reflectance trends in more detail. 
Figures 18 and 19 show the delta percent change for channel 3 and 
channell (DPC3 and DPCI), respectively, between shiplrack and ambient cloud for alJ 
seven shiptracks as a function of their time of emission. The large and variable DPC3 and 
DPCI values for 26 1800 UTC reveal the broken nature of the slratus al this location. 
DPC3 values for 27 0124 UTC show the same trend but are nOI quite as large. The 
remainder of the plols are clustered around the 20% DPC3 value, with the exception of 
the 27 1753 UTC track. This shipu-ack shows an unexpected 20% increase in percent 
change from the ambient cloud that is evident along the enlire length of the track. Peaks 
in the reflectance are due to intersections with other shiptracks in the area. From the 
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ambient and shiptrack reflectance values for 271753 UTC, Figures 16 and 17 again, it 
is apparent that the ambient values decreased while the track values increased. This runs 
counter to expectations. The shiptrack reflectance trend should mirror that of the ambient 
cloud in which it is fonned. Inspection of the imagery for both passes in channel 3 and 
channel I reveals that the stratus is undergoing a change from the earlier image to the 
later . Keeping in mind that local time is 0951 to 1053, it is clear that the stratus is 
thinning. a typical late morning event in the early summer months in this region. Recall 
that at 3.7llm wavelength. reflectance is dependent upon droplet size only assuming cluuti 
thickneH is greater than 100m. In thin cloud, reflectance is lowered as a res ult of more 
transmittance of 3.7pm energy through the cloud. The shiptrack cloud does not undergo 
this thinning process. One possible explanation is that as relative humidity decreases in 
the general environment, a general decrease in water droplet size results which enhances 
track reflectance. This accounts for the absolute increase in track reflectance and an 
absolute decrease in the reflectance of the ambient cloud. 
b. Track Width 
Widths for each of Tai He's shiptracks are plotted as a function of their 
time of emission (i.e., age) as shown in Figure 20 (values are widths averaged over each 
10 km segment of track). The overall trend in the plolS shows an initially rapid growth 
rate of approximately 5-6 km/hr then decreasing to a maximum width of 10 10 12 km 100 
km to 200 km down track. The slight decrease in width at the end of each track is a 
result of the broken cloud environment and the effects of diffusion causing difficulty in 
determining the edge of the track. The peaks in the 27 1651 UTC and 28 OJ 16 UTC 
tracks reflect increased width in the vicinity of intersections with other shiptracks. The 
270246 UTe and 27 1511 UTC plots again indicate the difficulty the algorithm has with 
resolving low sun angle geometries. 
This general trend matches well with predicted plume width in the growth 
region of the track (shown as the smooth curves in Figure 20). Beyond the maximum 
plume width a linear correlation between observed and predicted widths is not expected 
(Gifford, 1980; Mikkelsen, 1983). Variations in predicted growth are detennined by the 
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ratio of true wind to relative wind, which corrects for the movement of the ship (see 
discussion of plume dispersion, p. 17). Also affecting this variation is the magnitude of 
the relative wind. Since the plot is a function of the time since emission, distance down 
track must be converted to time by dividing by the relative wind. The larger the 
magrtirude of the relative wind, the smaller the rate of growth. 
Figure 8. Transit History for Container Ship Tai He (BOAB). Ship positions shown 
with day and time. Associated shiptracks are denoted by curved lines extending from 
transit path with satellite pass times indicated on individual tracks. 
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9. NOAA 09 1800 UTC 26 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting 
Produced by Container Ship Tai He (BOA B). Solid line denotes Tai He position history 
based on synoptic weather repons. Shiptrack location indicated by eallsign BOAB. 
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10. NOAA 110129 UTC 27 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Container Ship Tai He (BOAB). Solid line denotes Tai He position history 
based on ~ynoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign BOAR 
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i Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Container Ship Tai He (BOAB). Solid line denotes Tai He position history 
based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign BOAB. 
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Figure 12. NOAA 12 1511 UTC 27 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting ShipU'ack 
Produced by Container Ship Tai He (BOAS ). Solid line denotes Tai He Position history based 
on synoptic weather reports. ShipU'ack location indicated by call sign SOAR 
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12 1651 UTC 27 June 1994 Ch. 
Produced by Container Ship Tai He (BOAB). Solid line denotes He position history based 




Figure IS. NOAA II 0116 UTC 28 June 1994 Ch. 3 Sate lli te 
Produced by Container Ship Tai He (BOAB). Solid line denotes Tai 
on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign BOAB. 
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2. Zim America (ClllIsign 4XGR) 

2im America is an oil burning container ship 236 meters in length, displacing 

37,209 tons. Shiptracks associated with this vessel were flTst observed on 27 June 1994 
at 1753 UTe (1053 local). Figures 21 through 25 show the movement of this shiptrack 
through four satellite images over a period of 24 hours. 2im America was on 11 similar 
course to that of Tai He which transited the same area 24 hours earlier. Based on the 
ship's synoptic weather reports 2im America was on a southeasterly heading at a speed 
of between 16 and 20 knots. True winds were reported out of the northwest from 10 to 
20 knots producing relat ive winds from the east. All 2im America shiptracks in these 
successive images correlated well with the reponed conditions. Table 3 lists 2im 
America's reported conditions. Note that course and speed are mean values for the coded 
range reported Relative wind is based on this mean reported value. 
L>atefTime Position Course/Speed True Wind ReI Wind 
YYMM DD IIHMM LATILON DEG/KTS DEG/KTS DEG/KTS 
940627 1753 39.2n/131.8w 135/18 010/20 065/18 
9406280116 38.2n/128.9w 135/18 000/30 035/21 
940628 1629 35.8n/123.5w 135/18 340/22 035/09 
940628 1740 35 .6n/123.1w 135/18 340/22 035109 
aDie .). oSItion and wmd Reports or 2im Amenca (4-){GR) 
a. Radwtive Characteristics 
Analysis of the radiative characteristics of 21m America·s shiptracks yield 
results similar to Tai He's. Ambient and shiptrack channel 3 reflectance values (Figures 
26 and 27) are increasing as the continent is approached. The channel 3 ambient 
reflectance values show a general increase from approximately 5% in the 27 1753 UTC 
track, to approximately 14% in the 28 1740 UTC track. Variability in reflectance values 
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for each track can be explained in the corresponding imagery. Lower relative values occur 
when there are breaks in the general cloud regime, with higher values in more uniform 
stratus regions. The reflectance increase of the 28 1740 UTC track (18%) from the 28 
1629 UTC (17%) track is not as pronounced as was seen in the Tai He case which went 
from about 12% at 271651 UTC to approximately 16% at 271753 UTC. The ambient 
cloud decrease in reflectance is occurring again. However, the effect is also not as 
pronounced as in the Tai He case the previous day, with a 1% decrease for 2im America 
compared to a 2-3% decrease for Tai He. Shiptrack reflectance for the 28 1740 UTC track 
shows more of the expected trend, decreasing in value from approximately 20% at the 
head of the track, increasing to about 15% at an intersection with an older track remnant, 
then decreasing again to less than 15% at the shiptrack's end. 
The trend in the DPC3 values (Figure 28) is indicating the same increase 
in ambient cloud reflectance toward the continent and increased continental CCN as that 
seen in the Tai He case. "'ne large DPC) values associated with the 27 1753 UTC track 
reflect the position of the head of the track in a broken stratus area moving into a 
smoother, more uniform stratus field for the remainder of the track. 1nis trend toward 
higher continental CCN is again reflected in the steady decrease in DPC3 values to 
between 20% and 30% in subsequent tracks. DPCI values (Figure 29) are between 2% 
and 5% showing broad fluctuations in the 27 1753 UTC and 20 0116 UTC tracks with 
less fluctuation in the more uniform stratus at 28 1629 UTC and 28 \740 UTe. 
b. Track Width 
The overall trend in track width growth is similar to the Tai He case. The 
initial rate of growth is somewhat greater (7-8 km.lhr) but the trend is the same. Figure 
30 shows maximum width once again at approximately 10 to 12 km. The predicted 
growth mirrors the actual values, indicating a steeper pattern than Tai He's. 'Ine values 
again are determined by the ratio of the true wind to the relative wind which is largest 
in the 281629 UTC and the 281740 UTC tracks. The magnitude of the relative wind in 
these two tracks is also greater than in the Tai He case, which result~ in larger growth 
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ZIM AMERICA ( 4XGR ) 
26-28 JUNE 1994 
Figure 21. Transit History for Container Ship Zim America (4XG R). Ship positions shown 
with day and time. Associated shiptracks are denoted by curved lines extending from transit 
path with satellite pass limes indicated. 
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Figure 22. NOAA D9 1753 UTe 27 June 1994 Ch.3 Salel1ile Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Container Ship Zim America (4XGR). Solid line denotes Zim America position 
history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign 4XGR. 
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Figure 23. Shiptrack 
Produced by Container Ship Zim America (4XGR). Solid line denotes Zim America position 
history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign 4XGR. 
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Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting 
Produced by Container Ship Zim America (4XGR). Solid line denotes Zim America position 
history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by eallsi,gn 4XGR. 
Produced by Container Ship Zim America (4XGR). Solid line denotes Zim America position 
history btlsed on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign 4XGR. 
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Figure 30. Average Widths for Zim America (4XGR) Shiptracks. Width is averaged over 
each 10 km segment of shiptrack. Smooth curves represent predicted growth based on 
twice the standard deviation of the plume concentration. 
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3. Century Highway (Callsign 8JNP) 
Century Highway is an oil burning vehlc1es carrier 186 meters in length, 
displacing 46,186 tons. Shiptracks associated with this vessel were flfst observed on 13 
June 1994 at 1653 UTe (0953 local). Figures 31 through 37 show the movement of this 
shiptrack through six satellite images over a period of 48 hours. Based on the ship's 
synoptic weather reports Century Highway was on a southeasterly heading at a speed of 
between 16 and 20 knots. True winds were reported out of the northwest from 10 to 20 
knots producing relative winds from the east. All Century Highway shiptracks in these 
successive images correlated well with the reported conditions. Table 4 lists Century 
Highway's reported conditions. Note that course and speed are mean values for the coded 
range reported. Relative wind is based on this mean reported value. 
DaterI'ime Position CourselSpeed True Wind Rei Wind 
YYMr-.IDD HHMM LATILON DEGlKTS DEGIKTS DEGIKTS 
940613 1653 33.2n1127.9w 135118 330/16 075105 
9406140047 31.9n!125.lw 135/18 000120 060/15 
940614 1311 29.2n1121.8w 135118 000/20 060115 
9406141720 28.8n1120.4w 135118 350/14 085110 
940615 (1035 27.6n1 118.3w 135/18 340/14 085108 
9406151707 24.3n/ I13.4w 135118 200/03 145/19 
Table 4. oSltlon an . Wlnd Reports or Century Highway (8JNP). 
a. Radiative Characteristics 
Analysis of the radiative characteristics reveals subtle differences between 
this data series and that discussed with Tai He and Zim America. Figure 38 shows that 
ambient cloud reflectance values show a slight det.Tease from 8% at 13 1653 UTC to 3% 
at 140047 UTC when the shiptrack advects into a less unifonn stratus region. This was 
seen in the Tai He and Zim America ca~es as well, however in this instance the 
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mechanism is not cloud thinning but movement from solid stratus to a broken cloud 
regime. Reflectance increases again to 18% at 14 1720 UTe then increases significantly 
to 25% at 15 0035 UTC as the track moves into a dense stratus field. Values then lower 
again to 15% as the track moves into a more broken cloud regime. Track reflectance 
(Figure 39) shows the same trend with reflectance values 2% to 5% higher than ambient 
values. This case clearly shows the dependence of the track radiative characteristics of 
those of the ambient cloud in which the shiptrack is fanned. 
DPC3 valUes (Figure 40) show an increase from approximately 30% at 13 
1653 UTC to approximately 50% at 140047 UTC then drop again to 30% at 141720 
UTC and further to approximately 20% at 15 1707 UTe. The sa tellite imagery reveals 
that the track is barely discemable from the background c1oud--confinned by DPC3 
values which decrease from near 50% at 14 0047 UTe to approximately 20% at 14 1720 
UTe. This trend is continued in the 15 0035 UTC image. DPCl values (Figure41) show 
a great deal variability throughout the series of tracks, with mean values near zero. 
b. Trock Width 
Track widths for Century Highway all show the same characteristic growth 
pattern (Figure 42). The predicted pattern matches well with the observed widths. The 
departure from the Tai He and Zim America cases is in the maximum width attained at 
distance from the source, where the width range is from 7 to 10 km instead of 10 to 12 
km as seen in the previous cases. Note that the slow growth predicted for the 15 1707 
UTC track is due to a combination of a low true to relative wind ralion(3:20) and a large 
relative wind speed (20 knots). The observed track for this time follows this trend as well. 
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Figure 31. Transit History for Vehicles Camer Century Highway (8JNP). Ship positions 
shown with day and time. Associated shiptracks are denoted by curved lines extending 
from transit path with satellite pass times indicated on individual tracks. 
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Produced by Vehicles Carrier Century Highway (8JNP). Solid line 
position history based on synoptic weather repons. Shiptrack location indicated by 
8JNP. 
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Figure I Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Vehicles Carrier Century Highway (8JNP). Solid line denotes Century Highway 
position history based on synoptic weuther reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign 
fUNP. 
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Produced by Vehicles Carrier Century Highway (8JNP). Solid line 




Produced by Vehicles Carrier Century Highway (8JNP). Solid line 
position history based on synoptic weather reports . Shiptrack location indicated 
8JNP. 
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Figure 36. NOAA 11 0035 UTC 15 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Vehicles Carrier Century Highway (8JNP). Solid line denotes Century Highway 
position history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack loclltion indicated by callsign 
8JNP. 
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Figure 37. NOAA 091707 15 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting 
Produced by Vehicles Camer Century Highway (BINP). Solid line denotes Century 





Figure 38. Ch.3 Ambient Reilectance for Vehicles Carrier Century Highway (8JNP). 
I Wl .l'~ 
Figure 39. Ch.3 Shiptrack Reflectance for Vehicles Canier Century Highway (8JNP). 
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Figure 40. AVHRR-Ch.3 Delta Percent Change for Vehicles Canier Century Highway 
(S INP). 
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Figure 42. Average Widths for Century Highway (SJNP) Slnptracks. Width IS averaged 
over each 10 kill segment of shiptrack. Smooth curves represent pnxlicTed growth based 
on twice the standard deviation of the plume concenlralion 
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4. Hercules Highway (Callsign JKOW) 
Hercules Highway is also an oi l burning vehicles carrier 179 meters in length. 
displacing 46.875 tons. Shiptracks associated with this vessel were frrst observed on 13 
June 1994 at 1653 UTC (0953 local). Figures 43 through 49 show the movement of this 
shiptrack through six satellite images over a period of 48 hours. Based on the ship's 
synoptic weather repons Hercules Highway was on a southeasterly heading at a speed of 
between 16 and 20 knots. True winds were reponed out of the nonhwest from 10 to 20 
knotS producing relative winds from the east. All Century Highway shiptracks in these 
successive images correlated well with the reponed conditions. Table 5 lists Hercules 
Highway's reponed conditions. Note that course and speed are mean values for the coded 
range reported. Relative wind is based on this mean reponed value. 
Dlltelfime Position CourselSpeed True Wind Rei Wind 
YYMMDDHHMM l.ATiLON DEOIKTS DEGlKTS DEGlKTS 
940613 1653 33.2n1128.8w 135118 330/15 085/05 
9406140047 31.9n1 J26. l w 135118 000120 060115 
940614 1311 29.8n1122.3w 135118 350/ 14 085110 
940614 1720 29.0nl121.0w 135118 340114 085/08 
9406150035 27.9n11 19.lw 135118 330/ 15 085105 
940615 1707 24.6n1114.2w 135118 350105 1251\4 
able 5. oSItIon an Wmd Keports or Hercu es Hlg way (J K.UW). 
a. Radiative Characteristics 
Analysis of radiative characteristics indicates slightly increasing reflectance 
values similar to those discussed with Century Highway. Figure 50 shows a decrease in 
ambient reflectance from 8% at 13 653 UTC to 3% at 140047 UTC. increasing again to 
7% at 14 1720 UTe. The 15 0035 UTC ambient cloud and track values (Figure 51) show 
a slight increase from the 14 1720 UTC values. from 7%to 8% for ambient cloud and 
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from 9% to 12% for shiptrack, but not to the extent shown in the Century Highway case 
which went from 8% to 24% for ambient cloud and from 9% to 28% in track reflectance 
during th e same timeframe. This results from Hercules Highway's track location in the 
broken cloud region of the larger strams field that encompasses Century Highway's track. 
The 15 ]707 UTC data are again similar for both ships as their tracks are in a more 
unifonn cloud region. Ambient and track reflectance jump to 15% and 18%, respectively, 
as the track advects into this brighter region (Century Highway shows the same values). 
OPC3 values, Figure 52, are increasing from approximately 40% at 13 
1653 UTe to approximately 80% 14 0047 Frc . They then decrease from approximately 
35% at 14 1720 UTC, and remain at that level, in the mean, through the remaining 
images. OPCI values shown in Figure 53, show much variability, fluctuating about 0% 
in the mean throughout the series. Decreasing OPC3 \'alues from 140047 UTC onward 
are consistent with the advection of the shiptrack from a region of broken stratocumulus 
to a band of dense strams al 14 1740 UTC where the track is barely discernable from the 
background cloud. Century Highway is showing the same trend with the same absolute 
reflectance values. The only departure from this is in the variability of OPCI and DPC3 
values for Hercules Highway at 14 1720 UTC and 150035 UTC. Hercules Highway is 
a more broken stratus area in both instances. 
b. Track Width 
Hercules Highway track width (Figure 54) shows the slow growth pattern 
with the same maximum width range of 7-10 kIn as seen with Century Highway. 
Predicted growth rates match very well in both cases which is indicated by the similarity 
of true and relative winds reported by both vessels. Spurious values for the 13 1653 UTC 
track (20 km) may be the result of bright cloud in the area contaminating the track. 
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HERCULES HIGHWAY 
13-15 JUNE 1994 
Figure 43. Tmnsit History for Vehicles Carrier Hercules Highway (JKOW). Ship positions 
shown with day and time. Associated shiptracks are denoted by curved lines extending from 
transit path with satellite pass times indicated on individual tracks. 
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Figure 44. NOAA 09 1653 UTC 13 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Vehicles Carrier Hercules Highway (JKOW). Solid line denotes Century 
Highway position history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by 
callsign IKOW. 
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Produced by Vehicles Carrier Hercules Highway (JKOW). Solid line denotes Century 
Highway position history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by 
callsign JKOW. 
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Figure 46. NOAA 11 1311 UTC 14 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Vehicles Carrier Hercules Highway (JKOW). Solid line denotes Century 
Highway position history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by 
callsign JKOW. 
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Produced by Vehicles Carrier Hercules Highway (JKOW). Solid line 
Highway position history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by 
callsign JKOW. 
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Produced by Vehicles Carrier Hercules Highway (JKOW). Solid line denotes Century 




Produced by Vehicles Carrier Hercules Highway (1KOW). Solid line denotes Century 




Figure 50. Ch.3 Ambient Rent:ctam:t: for Vehicks Carrier Hercules Highway (JKOW). 







l'igure 54. Average Widths for Hercules Highway (JKOW) Shiptracks. Width is averaged 
over each 10 km segment of shiptrack. Smooth curves represent predicted growth based 
on twice the standard deviation of the plume concentration. 
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5. Sea-Land Cunsumer (Callsign WeHF) 
Sea-Land Consumer is a steam driven container ship 219 meters in length, 
displacing 23,763 tons. Shiptracks associated with this vessel were first observed on 12 
June 1994 at 1336 UTe (0636 local). Figures 55 through 59 show the movement of this 
shiptrack through four satellite images over a period of 12 hours. Based on the ship's 
synoptic weather reports, Sea-Land Consumer was on R southwesterly heading at a speed 
of between 21 and 25 knots. True winds were reported out of the north to northeast from 
12 to 22 knots producing relative winds from the northwest. All Sea-Land Consumer 
shiptracks in these successive images correlated well with the reported conditions. Table 
6 lists Sea-Land Consumer's reported conditions. Note that course and speed are mean 
values for the coded range reported Relative wind is based on this mean reported value 
Daterrime Position Course/Speed True Wind Rei Wind 

YYMMDD 1I1-1MM LATILON DEGIKTS DEGIKTS lJEGIKTS 

940612 1336 31.4n/129.2w 270/23 355/18 305/30 
940612 1535 31.1n/130.2w 270/23 350/16 300/30 
940612 1745 30.9n/131.6w 270/23 350/15 300/30 
940613 0054 30.1n/134.8w 270(13 010/12 300/24 
able o. Position and Wind Reports for Sea Land Consumer (WCHF) 
Q. Radiative Characteristics 
Analysis of radiative characteristics shows more classic results than 
previous cases. Shiptrack and ambient cloud values, Figures 60 and 61, are decreasing 
as the shiptrack ages. A noteworthy trend in the reflectance values is the decrease from 
approximately 15% to 7% for ambient cloud and approximately 20% to 10% for track 
seen from the 12 1535 UTe to the 13 0054 UTe shiptracks. This is opposite to that 
seen in the Tai He and Zim America cases. There, the ships were approaching the 
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continent, where in this case, the Sea-Land Consumer is moving away from southern 
California, out of the influence of continental aerosol contamination. 
DPC3 values shown in Figure 62 are consistent between successive tracks 
with prominent spikes in the 12 1535 UTC and [2 1745 UTC values. Inspection of the 
images indicates that these peaks are associated with intersection of Sea-Land Consumer's 
shiptrack with the plume of another ship. The trend in DPC3 values matches well for both 
shiptracks indicating the relative wind error is small, shown also by the close alignment 
of the intersection peaks. Figure 63 shows DPC [values with much variability but trending 
near zero in the mean through the series . 
h. Track Width 
Track widths again show characteristic growth patterns. A sharp increase 
over the fITst two hours of 4-6 km/hr followed by a decreas e in growth rate to 2-3 km/hr 
is consistent with other shiptracks noted above. Maximum width is again at 10 to 12 km 
which consistent with the widths observed in the Tai He and Zim America cases. These 
four ships passed through similar environments (in opposite directions) and all are similar 
in dimension and propulsion. Peaks in width between 16 and 20 km associated with the 
12 1745 UTC and 13 0054 UTC tracks are associated with intersections of Sea-Land 
Consumer's track with other shiptracks in the area. The predicted growth curves correlate 




SEA-LAND CONSUMER (WCHF) 
11-13 JUNE 1994 
H gure 55. Transit History for Container Ship Sea-Land Consumer (WCHF). Ship positions 
shown wilh day and time. Associated shiptracks are denoted curved line~ eJ(tcnding from 
transit path with satellite pass times indicated on individual 
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Produced by Container Ship Sea-Land Consumer (WCHF). Solid line denotes rai He position 
history based on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign WCHF. 
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Produced by Container Ship Sea-Land Consumer (WCHF). Solid line denotes Tai He position 
history based on synoptic weather repons. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign WCHF. 
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Imagery 
Produced by Container Ship Sea-Land Consumer (WCHF). Solid line denotes Tai He position 





Figure 60. Ch.3 Ambient Reflectance for Container Ship Sea-Land Consumer (WCHF). 




Figure 62. A VHRR Ch.3 Delta Percent Change for Container Ship Sea-Land Consumer 
(WCHf) 
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Figure 64. Average Widths for Sea-Land C..onsumer (WCHF) Shiptraeks. Width is 
averaged over each 10 km segment of shiptraek. Smooth curves represent predicted 
growth based on twice the standard deviation of the plume concentration. 
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6. Manulani (Callsign K.~U) 
Manu1ani is also a steam driven container ship 219 meters in length. displacing 
23,785 tons. Shiptracks associated with this vessel were first observed on 12 June 1994 
at 1336 UTC (0636 local). Figures 65 through 69 show the movement of this shiptrack 
through four satellite images over a period of 12 hours. Based on the ship's synoptic 
weather and position reports, Manu1ani was on a parallel course with Sea·Land Consumer. 
southwesterly at a speed of between 21 and 25 knots. True winds were reported out of 
the north to northeast from 12 to 22 knots producing relative winds from the northwest. 
All Manulani shiptracks in these successive images correlated well with the reported 
conditions. Table 7 lists Sea-Land Consumer's reported conditions . Note that course and 
speed are mean values for the coded range reported. Relative wind is based on this mean 
reported value. 
DatelTime Position Cuurse/Speed True Wind Rei Wind 

YYMMDD }lli..\{M LAT/LON DEG/KTS DEG/KTS DEG/KTS 

9406 121336 3 1.8n/1 28.4w 270/23 350/18 305{32 
9406 12 1535 31.6n/129.2w 270/23 350/16 300{30 
9406 12 1745 3 1.4n/129.5w 270/23 030/16 310(20 
9406130054 30.6n/132.8w 270(23 000/09 290{25 
am" 
a. Radiati~'e Characteristics 
Analysis of radiative characteristics reveals similar results to that of Sea­
Land Consumer. Ambient cloud and shiptrack reflectance values (Figures 70 and 71) 
show lower values for both sets of tracks as the ships progress funher from the continent. 
Ambient values decrease from approximately 14% al 12 1535 UTe to near 7% at 12 1745 
UTe. Reflectances remain relatively stable at approximately 7% until near the head of the 
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Track reflectance follows this trend, decreasing from approximately 18% at 12 1535 
UTC to approximately 9% at 12 1745 UTC. The expected decrease in track reflectance 
with age is evident in the 13 0054 UTC track with ambient reflectance values decreasing 
from 8% near the head of the track to 5% near the end of the track. Shiptrack reflectance 
decreases in a similar manner from 10% to 6%. Sea-Land Consumer shows exactly the 
same trend with reflectance values within 1% of Manulani's. 
DPC3 values (Figure 72) show consistent track-to-track values of 
approximately 25% with peaks associated with bright intersection areas. DPCI values, 
shown in Figure 73, reveal values near 0% for the series, with steady fluctuations 
becoming much more variable in the 12 1745 UTC and 130054 UTC tracks as the ship 
moves from a unifonn stratus region to a more broken cloud regime. Sea-Land Consumer 
shows slightly less variability in these later tracks indicating that Manulani is in area with 
greater breaks in the clouds. 
h. Track Width 
The track width composite plot (Figure 74) shows growth patterns 
consistent with Sea-Land Consumer's. Ini tial growth rates here are also 4-6 km/hr with 
maximum width between 9 and II krn. The peak width of 16 Ian in the 12 1745 UTC 
track is associated with an intersection of Manulani's track with another shiptrack in the 
area. The low rate of growth predicted for the 15 0054 UTC track results from a low true 
to relative wind ratio (9:25) and high relative wind (25 knots). 
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Figure 65. Transit History for Container Ship Manulani (~"l"IJ). Ship positions shown 
with day and time. Associated shiptracks are denoted by curved lines extending from transit 
path with satellite pass times indicated on individual tracks. 
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66. NOAA 11 1336 UTC 12 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Container Ship Manulani (K.."i"U). Solid line denotes Manulani position history 
bas~d on synoptic weather reports. Shiptrack location indicated by callsign WCHF. 
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121535 UTe 12 June 1994 Ch.3 Satellite Imagery Depicting Shiptrack 
Produced by Container Ship Manulani (KNIl). Solid line denotes Manulani position history 




Produced by Container Ship Manulani (KNU). Solid line denotes Manulani position history 
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Figure 74. Average Widths for Manulani (KNlJ) Shiptracks. Width is averaged over each 
10 km segment of shiptrack. Smooth curves represent predicted growlh based on twice the 
st:mdard deviation of the plume concentration. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS Ai'lD RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was to observe and describe the evolution of physical 
and optical properties of shiptracks over time. To that end a detailed analysis was 
conducted on multiple shiptracks from six individual ships transiting the eastern north 
Pacific in June 1994. 
The results indicate that in most cases the radiative characteristics of shiptracks 
follow the same trends as those associated with the ambient cloud in which they foml. 
Aerosol introduced into marine stratus by a passing ship modifies the radiative 
characteristics of the cloud. This modification of pre-existing cloud results in a unique 
radiative signature which is evident in enhanced reflectance at the 3.7)lm wavelength 
(channel 3 in AVHRR). The results arc summarized as follows: 
1. A\'crage Channel 3 ReDectance Values 
Reflectance values for shiptrack and ambient cloud increased when moving from 
open ocean toward the continent (i.e., from "clean" to "dirty" stratus areas) and showed 
the opposite trend when moving away from the continent. Tai He and Zim America 
showed increases of approximately 15% (from 5% to 20%) as they approached the 
coast. Century Highway and Hercules Highway showed increases of approximately 10% 
(from 8% to 18%) as transited from off the southern California and Baja California coas\. 
Sca~Land Consumer and Manulani showed decreases of approximately 8% (from 20% to 
12%) as they transited westward away from the continent. 
Under the special circumstance where stratus was undergoing thinning due to dry 
air entrainment, ambient and shiptrack reflectances exhibited opposing trends. The 
absolute reflectance of the ambient cloud decreased while the shiptrack reflectance 
increa.';ed. Tai He showed a 3% increase in traek reflectance values from 0951 local time 
to 1053 local time on 27 June. Ambient cloud reflectance decreased by 2% over the same 
interval. 
R7 
2. Delta Percent Change (OPC) 
DPC between ambient cloud and shiptrack in channel 3 showed average values in 
the 20% to 30% range. The values were much more variable in broken stratus regions and 
open ocean areas away from contamination by continental aerosol. Major peaks in DPC3 
values were associated with points of intersection with other shiptracks. 
DPC between ambient cloud and shiptrack in channel 1 showed average values 
near zero. This is expected since reflectance is not only dependent on droplet size but also 
on cloud thickness and liquid water content. Values also exhibited greater variability in 
broken stratus. open ocean areas. 
The important point to note is that in continental CCN affected clouds ("dirty" 
stratus). the impact of shiptracks on cloud reflectance is minimal. Hence, DPC3 vhlues 
are low. This was demonstrated by all three pairs of ships. Tai He and Zim America as 
they transited toward the continent exhibited decreasing DPC3 values from roughly 40% 
to between 20% and 30%. Sea-Land Consumer and Manulani experienced the same trend 
but in the reverse direction as they moved away from the continent. DPC3 values 
increased from 10% to between 20% and 30%. Century Highway and Hercules Highway 
showed consistent DPC3 values with only a slight decrease from 25% to 18% as they 
transited from off the coast of southern California toward Baja California. 
3, Track 'Width 
The overall trend in track width for all six case studies was similar. Specifically: 
-- The rate of width increase was rapid within the first two hours (between 5 and 
H kmlhr) decreasing thereafter. 
-- Associated with the decrease in rate of growth. the track reached its greatest 
width, usually between 10 and 12 km. 
-- The rate of growth appears to be tierl to wind considerations. In observed cases, 
the largest true wind appearerl to create larger rates of growth. For predic terl values, the 
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ratio of true to relative wind detennined the growth trend. The larger the ratio, the larger 
the growth . 
•• The predicted width (the stundard deviation of the plume concentration) was 
consistent with observed patterns. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesis represents the frrst attempt to study multiple shiptracks associated with 
a particular ship over successive satellite passes. It has demonstrated the utility of 
observing two ships in tandem, transiting through similar environments. A useful future 
study would be to focus on ships in close proximity on similar courses und speeds with 
different fuel/propulsion types. This would provide a detailed analysis of the effect each 
ship's effluent had on the overlying cloud. 
The phenomenon of ambient cloud thinning with an accompanying increase in 
shiptrack brightness needs further study. Observing additional shiptracks from multiple 
ships would give insight into the frequency of occurrence of this interesting phenomenon. 
The effects of dispersion on track width needs further investigation. lltis study did 
not consider the effects of absolute mass concentration on track dispersive characteristics. 




APPE~DIX. SIDPTRACK SCATTERPLOTS 
Scatterplots of individual ship tracks are located in this Appendix. [hey appear in 
the order in which they occurred in the text and are keyed to the following figures: 
Figures 
A.1.a. - A.l.g. 
A.2.a - A.2.d. 
A.3.a. - A.3.e. 
AA.a. - AA.e. 
A.S.a. . A.6.c. 
A.6.a. - A.6.c. 
Ship 

Tai He (BOAB) 

Zim America (4XGR) 

Century Highway (8JNP) 

Hercules Highway (JKOW) 














Ch. l . Ch.3 ambient cloud reflectance 
Ch.l. Ch.3 shiptrack reflectance 
ChA temperatures for ambient cloud and shiptrack 
Ch.I. Ch.3, and Ch.4 differences (delta) between 
shiptrack and ambient cloud 
ChI .. Ch.3 delta percent change 
Track width (Width I - pixel values Width II - average 
of every 10 pixels over entire length of shiptrackl 
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